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FIXED POINTS OF GENERALIZED CONTRACTION
MAPPINGS ON MENGER SPACES

]AE IL CHANG AND CHANG WOOK KI~I

o. Introduction

Statistical metric spaces (briefly SM-spaces) were introduced by Menger
[3J, and Sehgal and Bharucha-Reid [7J introduced the notion of contraction
mappings on Menger spaces and proved a fixed point theorem on such
mappings.

Since metric spaces can be considered as SM-spaces, we may raise a
question that a certain kind of fixed point theorems on metric spaces can
be generalized for SM-spaces.

The aim of this paper is to give several fixed point theorems on Menger
spaces which are generalizations of some wellknown fixed point theorems
on metric spaces.

For this, in section 1 we introduce the notion of Menger spaces and their
topological properties. In section 2 we prove various types of fixed point
theorems for generalized contraction mappings on Menger spaces.

1. Basic definitions

Let R be the set of reals and R+= {xERlx:2::0J. A mapping F : R~R+
is said to be a distribution function if it is nondecreasing left-continuous
with inf F=O and sup F=l. The set of all distribution functions will be
denoted by L.

DEFINITION 1. 1. A statistical metric space (SM-space) is an ordered pair
(S, 'J), where S is a (nonempty) set and 'J is a mapping of SXS into L
(we shall denote ';) (p, q) by Fpq) satisfying

(SM-I) Fpq (x)=l for all x>O if and only if p=q
(SM-II) Fpq(O) =0
(SM-III) Fpq=Fqp
(SM-IV) if Fpq(x) =1 and Fqr(y) =1, then Fpr(x~y) =1,
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for p, q, rES and x, yER.

Definition 1. 1 suggests that Fpq(x) may be interpreted as the probability
that the distance between p and q is less than x.

DEFINITION 1.2. A Menger space is a triple (S, a, ,1), where (S, a) is a
SM-space and ,1 : [0,1] X [0,1]-'[0, IJ is a mapping satisfying

(,1- I) t1(a, 1) =a, ,1(0,0) =0

(,1- J[) t1(a, b) =t1(b, a)
(,1-Bl) t1(c,d)~t1(a,b) if c~a and d?:.b
(t1-IO ,1(,1 (a, b), c)=t1(a, t1(b, c»
(,1- V) Fpr(x+y) ~t1(Fpq(x),Fqr(y»

for all p, q, rES and for all x~o, y~O.

A mapping ,1 : [0, IJ X [0,1]-'[0, IJ satisfying (,1-1) - Cd-IV) IS said to
be a t1-norm.

The topology of a SM-space was introduced by Schweizer and Skla [5].
Let pES, and c, A be positive reals. Then an (c, A)-neighborhood of p is
defined by

Np(c,A)= {qESIFpq (c»l-A}.
Due to [5J and [6J, if (S, a, ,1) is a Menger space, and ,1 is continuous,
then it is a Hausdorff space satisfying the first axiom of countability induced
by the family (Np(c, A) IpES, c>O, A>O} of neighborhoods.

DEFINITION 1. 3. Let (S, a, ,1) be a Menger space. A sequence {Pn} in S
is said to be fundamental in S if for each c>O, A>O, there exists an in
teger M(c, A), such that Fpnpm (c»l-A whenever n,m~M(c,A).

A Menger space S is complete if each fundamental sequence In S con
verges to an element in S.

The following theorem establishes a connection between metric spaces and
Menger spaces.

THEOREM 1. 4 [7]. If (S, d) is a metric space, then the metric d induces a
mapping a: SXS-'L, where a(p, q) (p, qES) is defined by [J(p, q) (x)=H
(x-d(p, q», xER, where H(x) =0 if x:=;;O and H(x) =1 if x>O. Further,
if ,1 : [0, IJ X [0, IJ-.[O, 1J is defined by ,1 (a, b) =min {a, b}, then (S, a, ,1)

is a Menger space. It is complete if the metric d is complete.

The space (S, a, ,1) so obtained is called the induced Menger space.
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2. Fixed point theorems

We begin with the following fixed point theorem.

THEOREM 2. 1. Let (S,;},..1) be a complete Menger space and ..1 be continuous
satisfying ..1(x, x) ~x, xE [0, 1J. Let,p: R-R be an upper semicontinuous
mapping from the right such that ,p(x) =0 if x:S:O, and O<~(x)<x for
x>O.

Suppose that T is a selfmapping of S satisfying

(1) FTPTq(,p(x» ~min (Fpq(x), [FpTP(x) +FqTq(x)J, [FpTq(x) +FqTP(x) Jl
for every p, q in S, and for all xE R.

Then T has a unique fixed point in Sand {Tnpo} converges to the fixed
point of T for each Po in S.

Proof. First note that lim c/Jn(x) =0 for xER. For an arbitrary point Po
in S, put Pn= Tnpo. Then we have by (1),

Fpn+IPn(c/J(X» ~min {FpnPn-I (x), [FpnPn+I (x) +Fpn-IPn (x)],
[FpnPn (x) +Fpn-IPn+I (x)]}

= FpnPn-I (x),
so that for xER and n=l, 2, ... ,

(2)

Now we claim that the sequence {Pn} is fundamental. Suppose not. Then
there exist c>O and A>O, for any positive integer l, we can find n, m with
n>m ~1 such that

(3)

For this, we can choose x>O such that FpOPI(x)~l-A.. Since limc/Jn(x)
=0, we may choose a positive integer N with ,pN(x) S,ifJ(c), so that

FpnPn+I (ifJ(c) ~ Fpnpn+J,pn (x» ~ FPOP1 (x) ~1-A
for all n~ N by (2). By (1), we have

(4) FpnPm (ifJ(c» ~ min {Fpn-lPm-l (c), [Fpn-lPn (c) +Fpm-lPm (c)],
[Fpn-lPm (c) +Fpm-IPn (c)]} .

Suppose 1 is sufficiently large such that l~N+1 and c-c/J(c) s,ifJl+l(x). Then
we have

Fpn-lPn(c) ~Fpn-lPn(,p(C» ~Fpn_lPn(~-l(x» ~FpOPl(X) ~l-A

and by (3)
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FPn-1Pm-l (e) ";2 A (Fpn-1Pm (ifJ (e», FPmPm-l (e-ifJ (e»
";2A(I-':<, 1-':<) ";21-':<.

Therefore by (4), 1-':<>1-':<, which is a contradiction. Thus {Pn} is fun
damental Since (S,;J, A) is complete, Pn converges to a limit P in S.

Let NTP(e,':<) be any neighborhood of Tp with e>O, ':<>0. Since Pn-)P,
there exists an integer N such that PnENp(e/2, ':</2) for all n?:.N. Then
for n";2N,

Fpn+1TP(e) ";2 FTPnTp (ifJ(e»
";2min {Fpnp(e), [FpnPn+l (e) +FpTP(e)],

[FpnTP(e) +Fppn+1 (e) J}
>1-':<,

since
FpnPn+l (e) ";2 A (Fpnp (e/2) , Fppn+1(e/2»

";2A(I-':</2, l-A/2) ";21-':</2>1-':<.
Therefore Pn-)Tp. Since the space (8,;J, 11) is Hausdorff, P= Tp.
Now suppose that q is another fixed point of T in S. Then

Fpq (ifJ (x) ) =FTPTq(ifJ(x»
";2min {Fpq(x), [Fpp(x) +Fqq(x)], [Fp/x) +Fp/x)]}
=Fpq(x).

for all xER, so that Fpq(ifJn(x» ?:.Fpq(x) for all n=l, 2, .... Since Hm ifJn(x)
=0, for any e>O and ':<>0, there exist x>O and an integer n such that
Fpq(x) > 1-':< and ifJn(x) -::;'e. Therefore we have Fpq(e) >1-A, so that Fpq(x)
=1 for any x>O. This shows that p=q.

As immediate corollaries, we have the followings.

THEOREM 2. 2. Let (S,;J, 11) and ifJ be as in Theorem 2. 1. Suppose that T
is a selfmapping of 8 satisfying

FTPTq(ifJ(x» '?:Fpq(x)
for every P, q in S, and for all xER. Then T has a unique fixed point in
S.

COROLLARY 2. 3. Let (S,;J, 11) and ifJ be as in Theorem 2. 1. Suppose that
T is a selfmapping of S satisfying

FTnPTn/ifJ(x» '?: Fpq (x)
for some positive integer n, P, qES and xER. Then T has a unique fixed
point in S.

In a complete metric space, Theorem 2.2 is that of Boyd and Wong [IJ.
Let (8,;J) be a SM-space, and D be a subset of 8. For xER, we denote

Fn(x) by
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FD(x)=inf {Fpq(x) lp, qED}.

A subset D of S is bounded if sup FD = 1.
Let T be a selfmapping of S. For any p, q in S, we will denote D(p)

and D(p, q) by D(p) = lp, Tp, T2p, ...} and D(p, q) =D(p) UD(q).
If the condition .1 (x, x) zx is omitted, we have another type of a fixed

point theorem as follows.

THEOREM 2.4. Let (S, 'J, Lt) and 9 be as in Theorem 2.1 except the con
dition .d(x, x) :2:x. Suppose that T is a continuous selfmapping of S such that
D(p) is bounded for every p in Sand

FTPTq(<jJ(x»)zFDCp,q)(x),
for every p, q in Sand xE R.

Then T has a unique fixed point in S and any iteration {TnPoI converges
to the fixed point of T.

Proof. For an arbitrary Po in S put Pn=TnPo· For any x>O, {FDCPn ) (.r)}
is an increasing sequence, hence for some O:S:).(x):S:l, FDCPn)(X)~).(x).

For nzm:2:k, FD<Pn) (x) "2.FD<Pn,Pm) (x) zFDCPk )(x)
implies

Fpn +jPm+ 1 (9(X» = FTPnTPm(c/J(X» "2. FDCPnPm) (x) Z F DCPk )(x).

Therefore we have FDCPHj) (rP(x» zFD<Pk) (x) for any x>O.
Now suppose that ).(xo)<l for some xo>O. Then there exists x>O such

that FD<po)(x»).(xo), since supFDcpo)=l.
Let n be a positive integer with rP'(x) :S:xo. Then F DCpn)(xo) zFDCpn )(c/Jn(x»

Z FD<po) (x) >). (xo), which is a contradiction. Hence we have ). (x) = 1 for
all x>O. Therefore the sequence {Pn} is fundamental. Since T is continuous
and the space (S, 'J,.1) is Hausdorff, there exists p in S such that P.~P

and Tp= p. Suppose that q is another fixed point of T. Since D (p, q) =
lp, q}, by the same way in the proof of Theorem 2. 1, we have p= q.

In a complete metric space, Theorem 2. 4 is a slight modification of The
orem 5 in [2]. But in [2J, the continuity of T is omitted. Variations of
such a type fixed point theorem can be founded in [4].

In a compact Menger space, we have a more powerful fixed point theorem
as follows.

THEOREM 2. 5. Let (S, 'J, Lt) be a compact Menger space and Lt be contin
uous. Let T be a continuous selfmapping of S satisfying the following con
tractive condition; for any p, q in S with p *- q and for any x >0, there
exists a real y>x such that

FTPTq(X):2:FD<P,q) (y).
Then T has a unique fixed point in S, moreover any iteration {Tnp} con-
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verges to the fixed point of T.

Proof. Since Tn+l(S) c T n(S) , n=l, 2, "', by compactness of S and con
tinuity of T, {Tn(S)} has the :finite intersection property, so that Y=
n:=1 T n (S) is a nonempty compact subset of S. We shall -prove that TY
= Y. Since TYc Y, let pE Y. Then there exists p,.E Tn(S) such that Tpn
= p. By compactness of S, we may choose a subsequence {p,.,} of {Pn}
which converges to some point q in S. Since Pnj-q, qE Tn;(S) , so that
qEYand 7q=p.

Now we claim that Fy(x) =1 for each x>O. Suppose Fy(x) =b < 1 for
some x>O. Since Fy is increasing and lower semicontinuous, we may
assume that Fy(x)<Fy(y) for any y>x by taking x=sup {YIFy(y) =b}.

Since Y is compact and Fy (x) = inf {Fp, q(x) lp, q E Y} and lim inf FPnqn (x)
=Fpq(x) for p,.-p and q,.-q, (see [5J), we can choose two distinct points
P, q in Y such that Fp, /x) =b.

Since TY= Y, there exists Ph qI in Y such that TPt=p, Tql=q. But by
assumption, there exists y>x, such that

b=Fpq(x) =FTP1Tql(X)-:?FDCh' ql) (y) ~Fy(y)
which is a contradiction.

Therefore Y= {P*} is a singleton. Then Tnp_p* for all p in Sand p*
is the unique fixed point of T.

For a compact metric space, we have the following theorem which is a
generalization of Shin and Yeh [8].

THEOREM 2.6. Let (S, d) be a compact metric space and T be a continuous
selfmapPing of S satisfying

d(Tp, Tq)<O(p, q)
for p, q in S with P'*q, where O(p, q) is the diameter of D(p, q). Then T
has a unique fixed point in S, and any iteration {Tnp} converges to the fixed
point of T.
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